
 St George’s Flower Show     
Saturday 14th October 2023 

 
Entries will be received Friday 13 October 2.00-6.00pm at the Old School Hall 
Entries will be the responsibility of the exhibitor.  
Entries and prizes to be collected 2.00pm Saturday 14 October. 
Adults: Gold coin per entry. 
Children: Gold coin per entrant, regardless of the number of categories entered. 
*** Each children’s section will be divided into (a) 5 and under (b) 6-8 years (c) 9-12 years old 
 

 Class A  
Floral Work (No floral foam or plastic to 
be used. Chicken wire suggested.)                        

 Class C 
Vegetables  
(To be donated and sold at 1.45pm) 

A1 Best arrangement of fresh flowers C1 Box of mixed vegetables 

A2 Best arrangement of native flowers C2 Bunch of kale  

A3 Best arrangement using flowers, fruit, 
vegetables. 

C3 Bunch of beetroot 

A4 Best arrangement of roses C4 A lettuce 

A5 Best arrangement of spring flowers  C5 Bunch of beets 

A6 Best tussy mussy C6 Bunch of chillies 

A7 Best pot of flowers (mixed or single variety) C7 Bunch of kitchen herbs (single variety or mixed) 

A8 Best pot of orchids   

A9 Best pot of succulents  Class D - Children!s Work   (NB***) 

A10 Best pot of herbs (single variety or mixed) D1 Flowers for the cubby house 

A11 Most original container displaying flowers D2 Decorate a vegetable to look like an animal 

 Class B Cut Flowers (Display in glass jars) D3 Most unusual shaped vegetable 

B1 Vase of white flowers (no more than 13) D4 A fairy garden on a plate 

B2 Vase of yellow flowers (no more than 13) D5  Design your initials using flowers 

B3 Vase of blue flowers (no more than 13) D6 The longest gum leaf 

B4 Vase of pink flowers (no more than 13) D7 Mr Hairy Head  

B5 Vase of red flowers (no more than 13) D8 Floral saucer 

B6 Vase of sweet peas D9 Floral clock 

B7 Container of flowering bulbs, corm, 
rhizomes, tubers 

D10 Painting or drawing of flowers, fruits or 
vegetables. 

B8 Collection of pansies (not less than 6 
displayed on a saucer with cotton wool) 

D11 Draw your dream garden 
(underwater/space/realistic, etc) 

B9 1-3 roses D12 Decorate a pumpkin for Halloween 

B10 One spike of orchids    

B11 Display of interesting foliage (60x60cm)   

Enquiries: Di Rule 0419007851 


